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Abstract
It is a well known fact that oral lichen planus (OLP) is a non infectious disease affecting the oral mucous membrane.
It is considered to be an autoimmune disorder mediated mainly by the T-lymphocytes. It affects 1-2% of the general
population with maximum prevelance seen among women above the age of 40. WHO considers it to be a potentially
malignant disorder and the rate of malignant transformation has been put between 0.5-2%. This article mainly
reviews the various pathogenetic mechanisms by which this unique disorder occurs along with the clinical,
histopathological and treatment aspects.
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Introduction
Lichen planus (LP) is a non infectious disease that mainly affects the
skin and mucous membrane of the oral cavity, oesophagus & genitals.
It was first described and named by a famous British physician named
Erasmus Wilson in 1869 [1]. The word ‘lichens’ means primitive plants
composed of symbiotic algae and fungi and the term ‘planus’ is from
Latin which means flat. Apart from the aforementioned sites this
disease may also affect other parts of the body such as hair follicles,
nails, larynx and eyes [2,3]. LP of the skin typically present as small (2
mm) pruritic, white to violaceous flat-topped papules, which can
increase in size to as much as 3 cm. The following clinical presentations
of LP of skin have been observed: annular, linear, atrophic, bullous,
hypertrophic, ulcerated and pigmented. It is considered to have an
acute progression and also a spontaneous remission. The skin lesions
tend to affect the wrists, ankles and also the nails which can show
pitting or permanent loss. The disease has a predilection for the flexor
surfaces of the forearms and legs. Koebner’s phenomenon is commonly
seen feature of LP [4-7].
The disease when it affects the oral cavity is termed oral lichen
planus (OLP). Unlike the skin lesions, mucosal lesions follow a more
chronic course. It follows a cyclic pattern of exacerbation or flares
followed by quiescence. It has been observed that the oral lesions may
persist upto 25 years. Flare-ups may be triggered by spicy and acidic
foods and by stress. In the oral cavity, the buccal mucosa, tongue and
gingiva are the most favoured sites whereas lesions of the palate are
very rare. The lesions very occasionally seem to be unilateral or affect
any one part of the oral cavity. It is usually bilateral or affects more
than one part of the oral cavity and also may involve other mucous
membranes [6].
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Epidemiology
Various studies have been done across the world to record the
incidence of OLP in various populations. In general it considered to
affect about 1-2% of the general adult population, although young
adults and children may also be affected [8-10]. The estimates of
prevelance vary among different populations (0.5% in Japaneese, 1.9%
in Swedish, 2.6% in Indian and 0.38% in Malay), but it does not appear
to exhibit a racial predliction [11-12]. OLP has been described as a
disease of the middle aged, predominantly in adults over the age of 40,
and more common in women than men in ratio 1.4:1 [13,14]. It is
considered to be the most common non infectious oral mucosal
disease that is referred to dental clinics [15].

Clinical Features
OLP may present anywhere in the oral cavity. The buccal mucosa,
tongue and gingival are the most common sites whereas palatal lesions
are uncommon. They are usually symmetrical and bilateral lesions or
multiple lesions in the mouth [15]. Andreasen in 1968 clinically
divided OLP into six types: Papular, reticular, plaque type, atrophic,
erosive and bullous. The reticular, papular and plaque-like forms are
usually painless and appear clinically as white keratotic lesions. The
erosive, atrophic and bullous forms are often associated with a burning
sensation and in many cases can cause severe pain. These lesions occur
singly or in combined forms [16].
The reticular type is the most common form of OLP.
Characteristically, it presents as a series of fine, radiant, white striae
known as ‘Wickham striae’, which may be surrounded by a discrete
erythematous border. The buccal mucosa is the site most commonly
involved. The striae are typically bilateral in a symmetrical form on the
buccal mucosa. They may also be seen on the lateral border of the
tongue and less often on the gingiva and the lips. Reticular lichen
planus is likely to resolve in 41% of cases [17].
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The papular form presents as small white pinpoint papules about
0.5 mm in size. It is rarely seen and because the lesions are small it is
possible to overlook them during a routine oral examination [6].
The plaque type is seen as homogenous white patches. It may range
from a slightly elevated, smooth patch to a slightly irregular form and
may also be multifocal. The primary sites for this type are over the
dorsum of the tongue and the buccal mucosa. They resolve by
themselves in only 7% of cases. This form is significantly more
common among tobacco smokers [16].
The atrophic type of OLP is diffuse, red and there are usually white
striae around the lesion. Such striae that radiate peripherally are
usually evident at the margins of the atrophic zones of the lesion. The
attached gingiva is often involved and the condition is commonly
referred to as ‘chronic desquamative gingivitis’. The atrophic form can
display a symmetrical patchy distribution over all four quadrants. The
lingual gingiva is usually less severely involved. This condition can
cause a burning sensation particularly when in contact with certain
foods. About 12% of atrophic lesions will resolve spontaneously [6].
Bullous OLP appears as small bullae or vesicles that tend to rupture
easily. The bullae or vesicles range from a few millimeters to several
centimeters in diameter. When they rupture they leave an ulcerated,
painful surface. This form is rarer than the other forms of OLP. The
bullous form is commonly seen on the buccal mucosa, particularly in
the posteroinferior areas adjacent to the second and third molar teeth.
The next most common site is the lateral margins of the tongue. The
lesions are rarely seen on the gingiva or inner aspect of the lips [17].
Erosive OLP is the second most common type. The lesions are
usually irregular in shape and covered with a fibrinous plaque or
pseudomembrane where there is an erosion. The periphery of the
lesion is usually surrounded by reticular or finely radiating keratotic
striae. It is painful when the pseudomembrane or fibrinous plaque is
disturbed. It is thought that erosive oral lichen planus has a greater
potential to undergo malignant change along with atrophic type [18].

Association with Systemic Disorders
Various systemic disorders have been associated with OLP such as
diabetes, hepatitis–C, and hypertension. Sometimes the appearance of
OLP in diabetic patients has been attributed to the fact that drugs
taken by these patients might induce lichenoid like reactions.
Hypertensive drugs have also known to induce such lesions. This triad
of OLP, diabetes mellitus and hypertension has been termed
‘‘Grinspan’s syndrome” in which the white lesions are due to the drugs
used for the aforementioned systemic diseases.
Both cutaneous LP and OLP are associated with chronic liver
disease secondary to HCV infection. Antibodies to the basal cells of all
keratin producing epithelia have been expressed in chronic hepatitis B.
Lichen planus may also associate with other immune mediated
diseases including alopecia areata, dermatomyositis, lichen sclerosis
atrophicus, morphea, myasthenia gravis, primary biliary cirrhosis,
ulcerative colitis and vitiligo [5].

Etiology and Pathogenesis
OLP over the years has been enigma to pathologists as far as the
etiology is concerned. Various factors have been proposed for the
etiology including a genetic background, dental materials, drugs,
infectious agents such as bacteria & viral, immunodeficiency, food
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allergies and stress. But recently authors have suggeted that it is T-cellmediated chronic inflammatory oral mucosal disease [9].
The pathogenesis of OLP after its suggestion being a T-cell mediated
autoimmune disorder has been described in detail and reviewed by
various authors. The 4 chief mechanisms decribed are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Cell-mediated immune response
Non-specific mechanisms
Autoimmune response
Humoral immunity

Cell-mediated immune response
Though OLP is considered an autoimmune disease the precise
antigen responsible for autoimmunity is yet to be identified. This
hypothesis refers to the antigen as a self-peptide. This antigen may
considered to be expressed in the kerationocytes due to variety of
reasons such as a trauma or due to the presence of contact allergens
such as a tooth paste or even a dental restorative material. It has also
been hypothesized that these antigens can be activated by an infectious
agent such as a virus or bacteria [15].
It has also been found that heat shock proteins (HSP) are
upregulated in OLP and some authors feel that these might be the
probable antigens for the immune response. But there are controversial
studies which have proven that there is an over expression of these
proteins due to variety of other exogenous agents such as drugs or
allergens and as a result of final mechanism pathway for these agents
OLP may develop. A dysregulation in the gene responsible for
expressing these proteins in the epithelial cells or the inability by it to
suppress an immune response following self-HSP recognition as a
foreign substance is considered to provoke an immune response. MHC
class I and II molecules activate the CD4+ T helper cells and CD8+
cytotoxic cells [15,19].
As the antigens presented MHC class II molecules are processed by
endosomal cellular pathway and the antigens presented via the MHC
class I molecules are processed through cytosolic cellular pathway,
there must be more than one antigen involved in the pathogenesis of
this disease. It can quite confidently be stated that cell mediated
immunity appears to play a major role in the pathogenesis of OLP as
either way T-lymphocytes are involved in the course of the lesion
which is also evident by immunohistochemical studies.
When it has been said that OLP is T-cell mediated immune disease
the sequence of events that occurs in such disorders can be described
as follows,
•
•
•

Migration of T-lymphocytes into the epithelium;
Activation of the T-lymphocytes;
Killing of keratinocytes.

Migration of the T-lymphocytes
There are currently two hypothesis on how the T-lymphocytes enter
the oral epithelium. One theory states that T-lymphocytes enter the
epithelium as a routine surveillance measure. This theory has been
named ‘chance encounter hypothesis’ as the antigens are recognised as
a mere chance rather than anything else. The second theory postulates
that the affected keratinocytes secretes certain cytokines that are
responsible for drawing the attention of the T-cells [13].
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Activation of the T lymphocytes
The ultimate result in OLP is the destruction of the basal
keratinocytes by CD8+ cytotoxic cells. This may occur either by direct
activation of CD8+ cytotoxic by MHC class I molecules expressed by
the epithelial cells or via the CD4+ helper cells. The langerhans cells
(LC) play a major role in the latter where they present the responsible
antigen to the helper cells via the MHC class II molecules which in
turn activate CD8+ cells via RCA (request cytotoxic activity) receptor
(figure 1) and by the action of Interleukin-2 (IL2) and Interferon
gamma (Ifn γ) [9].

Thus its overexpression in OLP can be considered to have a non
specific role in pathogenesis.
Chemokines are nothing but pro inflammatory cytokines, where
RANTES (regulated on activation, normal T-cell expressed and
secreted) is one of the member of β-chemokine family which is
produced by various cells. Activated lymphocytes and keratinocytes
also produce cytokine like RANTES which recruits both acute and
chronic inflammatory cells. It also stimulates mast cell degranulation in
OLP which might in turn upregulate the RANTES secretion by the Tcells. This cyclic mechanism might underlie the disease chronicity [9].
There is an increased mast cell density in OLP and about 60% of
the cells undergo degranulation. Mast cell degranulation might result
in release of a range of inflammatory mediators like TNF-α, Chymase
and Tryptase. The mediators upregulate the endothelial adhesion
molecule and also stimulates secretion of RANTES, which might
further attract inflammatory cells which inturn leads to disease
chronicity. Chymase a mast cell protease activates the MMP-9 which
results in basement membrane disruption in the lesional area [19].

Autoimmunity
Various clinical parameters of OLP support the hypothesis that it is
an autoimmune disorder, like disease’s chronicity, adult onset, female
predilection, associated with other autoimmune disease, occasional
tissue type association, depressed immune suppressor activity & the
presence of auto-cytotoxic T cell clones in lichen planus lesion.
Figure 1: Schematic diagram to show activation of CD8+
lymphocytes directly via MHC class I molecules or via MHC class
II, antigen presenting cell, CD4+ lymphocytes and RCA.

Killing of the keratinocytes
The death of the basal keratinocytes is brought about by the
cytotoxic T cells. It has been thought to induce apoptosis in the
epithelial cells by activating the caspase cascade via various
mechanisms such as by secreting TNF α and granzyme B or via the Fas
ligand [15].

Non specific mechanisms in OLP
By immunocytochemical means it has been found that some of the
T cells in the OLP lymphocytic infiltrate are not specific. They may be
attracted to and retained within oral lichen planus lesions by various
mechanisms associated with pre-existing inflammation which may be
by the epithelial basement membrane, matrix metalloproteinases,
chemokines or the mast cells.
It is a well known fact that the keratinocytes produce the basement
membrane, and one of the functions of it is that it contains cell
survival signals and inhibits apoptosis. When the cytotoxic T cells
destroy the basal keratinocytes the basement membrane loses this
ability to inhibit apoptosis and also attracts non specific T cells to the
site [13].
The matrix metallo proteinases (MMP) especially MMP 9 is
overexpressed in the lesional OLP tissues compared the control
counterparts. The function of MMP 9 is to cleave type IV collagen.
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TGF β1 has been found to have an immunosupressive effect against
self antigens. Also its deficiency in various studies has proved that it
predisposes the individual to autoimmune diseases. Its
underexpression in OLP tissues has been observed thus hypothesizing
that OLP can be an autoimmune disorder [13].
Keratinocytes in oral lichen planus show increased expression of heat
shock proteins. The upregulation may be triggered by drugs, infections,
bacterial products and trauma. T-cells proliferate in response to these
proteins. Heat shock proteins are suspected to be autoantigenic for oral
lichen planus, thus supporting the autoimmune hypothesis.
The LC mediated autoimmune hypothesis is a widely accepted
theory where the apoptotic bodies of the epithelial cells are
phagocytosed by the LC’s which activate the T helper cells and which
inturn activate the CD8+ cytoxic cells, thus producing more cell death
[15].

Humoral immunity
Circulating antibodies have been identified including
autoantibodies against desmogleins 1 and 3 in OLP which indicates a
role of humoral immunity in OLP [20]. But further studies are needed
to know the exact role of humoral immunity in the pathogenesis of
OLP.

Histopathologic Features of OLP
The features are similar to those of cutaneous lichen planus, and
show focal parakeratosis, acanthosis, thickening of the granular cell
layer, basal cell liquefaction degeneration, and blunted rete ridges. In
skin lesions the rete ridges have a ‘saw tooth’ appearance. The
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characteristic histopathological feature of OLP is the presence of a
band of dense sub-epithelial lympho-histiocytic infiltrate, penetration
of lymphocytes intraepithelially and degeneration of basal
keratinocytes. Degenerating basal keratinocytes form inclusion bodies
which appear as homogenous eosinophilic masses and are termed a
variety of names such as colloid, civatte, hyaline, or cytoid bodies.
Another feature of the OLP is the presence of degenerated basement
membrane. Degeneration of basal keratinocytes and disruption of the
epithelial basement membrane and basal keratinocytes anchoring
elements produce weakness at the epithelial-connective tissue interface
which may result in histological cleft formation (Max-Joseph space)
and clinical blistering of the oral mucosa (bullous lichen planus). B
cells and plasma cells are infrequent in OLP. Direct
immunofluorescence studies show presence of immunoglobulins IgA,
IgG, and IgM. These features suggest a cell-mediated immune
response [6,21].

Diagnosis of OLP

topically on the lesion and can also be administered systemically. The
topical application of a steroid seems to be safer when applied to
mucous membranes. Though its use must be carefully observed for
patients may develop candidiasis if used for a prolonged time and also
may develop a potential for adrenal suppression. Retinoids were first
used for the treatment of asymptomatic, white, reticulated oral lichen
planus. In a study 71% of atrophic and erosive lesions had improved,
whereas the other lesions were unchanged or worse. The systemic use
of vitamin A is limited because of its toxicity and side-effects including
skin dryness and hair loss [23,24].
Damage to the basement membrane in oral lichen planus is the
result of the production of lymphokines such as interferon gamma by
activated T-lymphocytes. Cyclosporin is an immunosuppressant and
reduces the production of lymphokines. It inhibits the proliferation
and function of T-lymphocytes. Its main adverse reaction is renal
dysfunction as a result of prolonged use, so patients taking cyclosporin
need to be monitored closely [21].

Various diagnostic features have been described over the years. It
must be noted that diagnosis of OLP cannot be made on strictly
clinical or histological grounds alone. A combined clinical and
histopathological investigation is required for making a diagnosis. The
widely used definition for the diagnosis of OLP was the criteria
introduced by World Health Organization (WHO) in 1978.

Cryosurgery and carbon dioxide laser ablation have been suggested
for the surgical treatment of OLP. However, excision should not be a
primary method of treatment as it is an inflammatory condition that
can recur. In addition, surgical management is not suitable for the
erosive and atrophic types because the surface epithelium is eroded.
Surgical treatment is more applicable to the plaque like lesions,
because the affected surface epithelium can be removed easily [6].

World Health Organization diagnostic criteria (1978) of oral
lichen planus (OLP) [22]

Malignant Transformation

Clinical criteria
•
•
•

Presence of white papule, reticular, annular, plaque-type lesions,
gray-white lines radiating from the papules.
Presence of a lace-like network of slightly raised gray-white lines
(reticular pattern).
Presence of atrophic lesions with or without erosion, and also in
the form of bullae.

OLP has moved from being regarded as an innocuous benign
condition to being defined as a potentially malignant disorder by the
world health organization (2005). WHO defines OLP as the risk of
malignancy being present in a lesion or condition either at time of
initial diagnosis or at a future date and included the oral lesions of
lichen planus in its classification as a potentially malignant disorder
[25]. Numerous reports have been published assessing the malignant
potential of OLP. In general a 0.5–2% chance of OLP turning into oral
squamous cell carcinoma has been described [26-31].

Histopathologic criteria

Summary

•

OLP is a non infectious disease that affects the oral mucous
membrane. It is seen mainly in women and people in the age group
above 40. Though many etiological factors have been described over
the years, it is primarily considered to be a T-cell mediated
autoimmune disorder in the the basal keratinocytes are attacked by the
lymphocytes. OLP is considered a potentially malignant disorder. The
risk of mailgnant transformation is considered to be between 0.5–2%
and therefore regular and periodic checkups are advised for patients
and addressing the etiology and treating according is very essential.

•
•
•

Presence of thickened ortho or parakeratinized layer in sites with
normally keratinized mucosa, and if site normally is
nonkeratinized this layer may be very thin.
Presence of civatte bodies in basal layer, epithelium and superficial
part of the connective tissue.
Presence of a well-defined band like zone of cellular infiltration
that is confined to the superficial part of the connective tissue,
consisting mainly of lymphocytes.
Signs of ‘liquefaction degeneration’ in the basal cell layer.

Management
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